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Abstract— In this study, speech to text system for homophone
phrases in Indonesian was designed using an extraction method
which featured Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC).
Feature extraction results were classified by comparing the two
classifiers of Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN) and K-
Nearest Neigbour (KNN). The input data used were the
recordings of each of 3 male and female respondents. The
recording process was conducted for 5 seconds at a sampling
frequency of 16 kHz and at channel mono. Classification results
with test data to BPNN showed accuracy rates of 96.67% and
90% respectively for male and female respondents. Moreover,
the level of accuracy obtained on KNN amounted to 83.33% for
males and 73.33% for females.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Communication is a form of social interaction done by
humans to convey information through the medium of sound
and language. Speech recognition system processes speech
signals, recognizes, and transforms them into text form as well
as speech to text. Language processing also has an important
role, especially in dealing with lexical semantic elements in a
language. In Indonesian language, there is prevalent use of
words that have the same pronunciation but different in
spelling; they are commonly called homophones. Such
condition produces ambiguity in the communication process
[1].
Homophones are included in the category of semantic
meaning relations known as lexical semantics [2]. Lexical
semantics consists of several categories in addition to
homophones, namely, homonym, homograph, denotation,
connotation, and so on. This research involves speech as input
data, so that the introduction of homophone phrases is relevant
to be studied that often gives different perceptions between
what is heard and what is seen in a text.
Research related to speech recognition has been done by
Devi et al on the use of accents and dialects and homophones
in Assemese Language. Assemese language is an Indo-Aryan
language spoken by the people of Assam in general. This
research is a case study on the application of speech
recognition that is reviewed based on speech data, software
and hardware systems support and language models. Training
data and language modeling statistically could improve the
performance of speech recognition systems [3]. Moreover,
Bautista et al also has conducted research related to speech
recognition on Filipino Language by considering the use of
homophones and homograph in building speech corpus.
Speech recognition was built using HTK system. Train and
test data were acquired from Filipino Speech Corpus (FSC).
The study obtained 88.70% for phoneme recognition rate with
the 5 state HMM models parameters and 6 Gaussian Mixture
[4].
The use of extraction methods of Mel frequency cepstral
coefficient (MFCC) and Neural Network features in speech
recognition has been carried out by Hossain et al to identify
and classify the first 10 digits of Bangla language. The voice
data were recorded 15 times at the sampling rate of 8 kHz and
encoded into 8 bits. The level of accuracy was 92% for
independent speaker  data [5]. In addition, speech to text for
homophones in Indonesian has been investigated by Areni et
al by introducting single word and homophone phrases. The
study involved analysis of lexical semantics, so that the results
prove that transforming homophone into phrases can improve
the accuracy rate by 53.33% to 93.4% [6].  Method of Neural
Network was also successfully applied in other pattern
recognitions, as what has been done by Indrabayu et al who
identify abnormalities of lung by providing accuracy rate of
91.65% [7]. Classification method of K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN) was also applied to the study of speech recognition by
Kalamani et al. Feature extraction results obtained were
classified by comparing the methods of Extreme Learning
Machine (ELM) and KNN with the success rate of the system
based on the resulted Hit Rate of 95.33% [8].
In this study, MFCC was used as an extraction method for
speech signal feature of homophone phrases in Indonesian
language and to compare the results of the classification
between Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN) and KNN.
II. METHODOLOGY
This research conducted data acquisition, extraction of
speech signal feature using MFCC, and classification of
BPNN and KNN as shown in Figure 1. The process of training
and testing was done on the speech to text system. The model
of patterns and information acquired during the training
process was saved in the dataset that would be used in the
testing process.
Fig.1. Block Diagram of the System
A. Speech Data
The speech data processed in Speech to Text were
recordings of homophone phrases in Indonesia. In this study
10 homophone phrases of Indonesian language used in
everyday language were selected, namely “balig dewasa”,
“balik pintu”, “Bang Hasan”, “Bank BNI”, “dakwa hukum”,
“dakwah Islam”, “dara ayu”, “sel darah”, “musik rock”, dan
“rok sepan”.
The recording was done in channel mono for 5 seconds by
6 respondents representing three speeches of men and three
speeches of women. The recording was performed 5 times for
each word. Hence, the amount of speech data to be processed
was 300. A total of 80% of the data would be training data and
the rest belonged to test data. The recorded speech files were
stored in .wav format at a sampling frequency of 16 kHz.
B. Feature Extraction
Speech signals which had been recorded, would be through
the preprocessing before the feature extraction processing.
Speech signals were segmented in advance so silent signals
were removed in the process.
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) is an
extraction method of feature on the speech recognition that
maps the frequency components using Mel scale that is
modeled based on sound perception of the human ear [9].
Phases of MFCC can be seen in Figure 2.
Fig.2. Blok Diagram MFCC
Modelling of speech signal on MFCC is called the mel
scale, with the frequency unit of mel. As defined by Stanley
Smith, John Volkman and Edwin Newman, linear frequency is
converted into mel frequency, that is shown in equation (1).( ) = 2959 ∗ (1 + ) (1)
The process of feature extraction through a frame blocking
is by determining the frame duration and number of filters to
be used. This study determined the parameters of MFCC filter
value and then generated filterbank value to prepare for mel
frequency wrapping. During the mel-frequency wrapping, the
the signals resulted from FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) were
grouped into triangular filter files which would be multiplied
by the gain filter to obtain the energy value of each signal. The
results obtained from this process were subsequently converted
to cepstrum to get value of MFCC feature.
III. SPEECH CLASSIFICATION
The results of the feature extraction process were classified
into two stages, namely training and testing as shown in Figure
1. Stage of training would keep the information of the training
data as a reference to the testing process. The research
compared 2 methods of classification, namely BPNN and
KNN.
A. Bacpropagation Neural Network
Backpropagation is as method of training on the NN that is
included in the category of Supervised Learning where the
output of each pattern given to it has been known [10]. This
method can handle a case of a complex pattern recognition.
BPNN (Backpropagation Neural Network) functions by
initializing the weight and bias. In the backpropagation
network, each unit in the input layer is associated with each
unit in the hidden layer. In this study, MFCC feature
extraction results on speech signals of homophones were data
input on BPNN so the number of input neurons was 240. The
unit in the hidden layer was connected to each unit in the
output layer. The weight value was possessed by each unit.
Wij was the weight of the units of the input layer to the units
of hidden layer and Wjk was the weight of the units of hidden
layer to the units of output layer. The number of neurons in the
hidden layer were 150 and 50 , while the number of epoch was
1000. This network consists of many layers (multilayer
network). When the network is given input, as a training
pattern, the pattern leads to units in hidden layer to
subsequently be forwarded to the units of output layer. Then
the output layer units, would provide a response as the output
of the neural network. When the output is not in accordance
with what is expected, the output will be propagated backward
in the hidden layer and then from the hidden layer to the input
layer. The flowchart for training of BPNN multilayer is shown
in Figure.3.
Fig. 3. Backpropgation Neural Network Training Flowchart
The output of the training process of BPNN was a model
pattern in the form of net to be used in measuring the output of
the testing process.
B. K-Nearest Neighbour
K-Nearest Neighbour is a supervised learning algorithm
which classifies new objects based on attributes and training
sample. KNN algorithm is simple and works on the shortest
distance from the query instance to the training sample to
determine its KNN. Training samples are projected onto a
large dimensional space, where each dimension represents
feature values of the data [11]. The space is divided into parts
based on the classification of training sample. A point in this
space is marked with a class c if encountered at the k the
nearest neighbor of the point. In this study, the value of k used
was k = 2. The distance of the neighbors is usually calculated
based on Euclidean Distance using equation (2).( , ) = ∑ ( − ) (2)
The matrix of D (a, b) is the scalar distance of two vectors
of a and b of the matrix with the size of d dimension. In the
training process, KNN only saves feature vectors and data
classification of training sample. In the classification stage, the
same feature value is computed for the testing process (which
classification is unknown). Distance from the vector of test
data on the entire training sample vectors is calculated and the
number of the closest k is measured.
IV. RESULT ANDDISCUSSION
A. Effect of Number of Filter
One of the important parameters that affects the
performance of MFCC is filter value. This study shows that
the highest level of accuracy was obtained on the filter value
of 20. The graph in Fig.4. shows that too big or too small filter
value does not always provide good results in speech to text
system. Filter on the MFCC is used to capture important
phonetic characteristics of the sound signal or speech. The
number of filters used by default ranges between 20 to 40
[12].
Fig. 4. Effect of Number of Filter MFCC
B. Comparison of Window
There are several window functions that are often used in
the speech to text system. Therefore, this study compared
three different window types, which are Hamming, Hanning
and Rectangular window to obtain optimum results.
Fig. 5. Comparison of Window
Based on Fig.5., from the three kinds of window, the best
accuracy rate is obtained at 96.67% as seen in the application
of Hamming Window on the MFCC. This is because in speech
to text system, the window function used should be eligible,
namely the window function is narrowed down at the
mainlobe and widening at the side lobe. Among all three types
of the window, Hamming window fulfills the characteristics of
the window on the speech to text system.
C. Comparison BPNN and KNN for Classification
By using the optimum parameters at MFCC, speech to text
accuracy rate was compared with 2 classifiers, BPNN and
KNN as shown in Table 1. The data to be tested that consisted
of training data and test data respectively amounted to 30
speech signal for each male and female respondent.
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TABLE 1. RESULT OF EXPERIMENT ON BPNN ANDKNN IN SPEECH TO TEXT
SYSTEM FORHOMOPHONE PHRASES IN INDONESIAN LANGUAGE
Speech Data Accuracy Rate (%)BPNN KNN
Male Trained 100 96,67Untrained 96,67 83,33
Female Trained 96,67 93,33Untrained 90 73,33
Based on Table 1, the highest level of accuracy is obtained
by classification using BPNN both in the training data and test
data. The learning process in BPNN done on training and
providing optimal parameters proves the performance of
BPNN on the speech to text system for Indonesian
homophone phrases.
V. CONCLUSION
Speech to text system for  homophone phrases in
Indonesian language with MFCC method and BPNN and
KNN classifications has been done in this study. The speech
data consists of 120 training data and 30 test data. The results
show optimal performance can be obtained by selecting the
right parameters. MFCC filter value of 20 and Hamming
window show the accuracy level at 96.67% and 90%
respectively for male and female respondents using BPNN
classification. Moreover, the level of accuracy obtained on
KNN is 83.33% for males and 73.33% for females.
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